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Introduction

In previous research, scholars have sought to overcome the 
methodological problems of measuring the effect of incum-
bency status on election outcomes (e.g., Ansolabehere, 
Snyder and Stewart, 2000; Erikson, 1971; Gelman and 
King, 1990; Lee, 2008; Levitt, 1994). However, the study 
of incumbency effects is complex because factors that 
affect incumbency status are also correlated with election 
outcomes. Regression discontinuity (RD) design offers a 
solution to some of the methodological problems associ-
ated with measuring the incumbency effect (Lee, 2008). If 
close elections are at least partly determined by chance, an 
RD design can be utilized to estimate the effect of winning 
an election on the outcome of the subsequent election.

Many recent studies have used RD design to estimate 
the incumbency effect in various electoral settings. The 
results of these studies are consistent with those of previous 
literature on the incumbency advantage in the United States 
(e.g., Ansolabehere and Snyder, 2002; Cox and Katz, 1996; 
Erikson, 1971; Gelman and King, 1990; Levitt and 
Wolfram, 1997), and report a similar size of incumbency 
advantage as that in the US (e.g., Lee, 2008; Erikson and 
Titiunik, 2015; Fowler, 2016). Outside of the US, research-
ers have also found an incumbency advantage in developed 
democracies (Ade, Freier and Odendahl, 2014; Eggers and 
Spirling, 2017; Hainmueller and Kern, 2008; Horiuchi and 
Leigh, 2009; Kendall and Rekkas, 2012; Redmond and 
Regan, 2015), while a growing body of literature has found 

no advantage or even a disadvantage of incumbency, par-
ticularly in developing democracies (Ariga, 2015; Ariga 
et al., 2016; Klašnja, 2015; Klašnja and Titiunik, 2017; Lee, 
2016; Macdonald, 2014; Uppal, 2009).

Previous studies have adopted two approaches to meas-
uring the incumbency effect using an RD design, the first of 
which is to estimate the incumbency effect at the party level 
(Ade, Freier and Odendahl, 2014; Ariga et al., 2016; Eggers 
and Spirling, 2017; Klašnja, 2015; Klašnja and Titiunik, 
2017; Macdonald, 2014). Party-level RD analysis measures 
the effect of winning an election on a party’s vote share or 
probability of winning in the next election but to do so, it is 
necessary to define a “reference party.” In the US, for 
example, the Democratic or Republican parties could be 
used as such. The outcome variable is then defined as the 
Democratic (or Republican) share of the two-party vote or 
a dummy variable for the party’s victory. The running vari-
able is defined as the Democratic (or Republican) share of 
the two-party vote in the previous election minus 0.5 (Lee, 
2008). The treatment variable, winning an election, is 
defined as a dummy variable that takes the value 1 if the 
running variable exceeds 0.
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In a multi-party system, the reference party is typically 
the most competitive party, which fields a large number of 
candidates across many elections: for example, the Liberal 
Democratic party in Japan (Ariga et al., 2016). Alternatively, 
a reference party can be defined as a “generic” incumbent 
party (Klašnja, 2015; Klašnja and Titiunik, 2017). For 
instance, Klašnja and Titiunik (2017) define an incumbent 
party for each municipality in Brazil as the party that wins 
an election at time t − 1. They measure the effect of winning 
an election at time t on the election outcome at time t + 1 
for these incumbent parties.

However, the limitation of party-level analysis is that the 
RD design does not consider the possibility of a reference 
party being hurt by the incumbency status of other parties as 
much as it is helped by having an incumbent. In previous 
studies, the treatment variable has typically been coded as 1 
if the reference party wins an election, and 0 otherwise. 
Therefore, the control group contains units in which a refer-
ence party faces an incumbent from other parties. As previ-
ous studies demonstrate (Erikson and Titiunik, 2015; Fowler 
and Hall, 2014), if almost all incumbents seek reelection and 
the incumbency status has, on average, the same effect for 
all parties, the party-level RD estimate would count the per-
sonal incumbency advantage twice. In contrast, in countries 
where only a small fraction of incumbents seek reelection, 
the RD estimate would underestimate the size of the per-
sonal incumbency (dis)advantage, because a large number 
of units in the treatment group contain open races.

The second approach is to analyze the incumbency 
effect at the candidate level (Ariga, 2015; De Magalhaes, 
2015; Linden, 2004; Redmond and Regan, 2015; Uppal, 
2009; Lee, 2016), one advantage of which is the applicabil-
ity of this approach to countries with unstable party sys-
tems, where party switching is pervasive and/or candidates 
often run as independents. However, this approach can be 
problematic as we cannot observe the outcome for candi-
dates who do not run in the next election. While some stud-
ies simply exclude such candidates from the sample (e.g., 
Uppal, 2009; Lee, 2016), doing so would result in a biased 
estimate if candidates’ retirement decisions are affected by 
their incumbency status and the expected outcome of the 
future election.

One potential solution to this issue is to measure the 
effect of winning an election on the probability of winning 
the subsequent election unconditional on running (Ariga 
et al., 2016; De Magalhaes, 2015; Redmond and Regan, 
2015). In other words, the outcome variable is defined as a 
dummy variable that takes the value “1” if a candidate runs 
in and wins the next election, and “0” otherwise. However, 
this analysis is problematic in treating all candidates who 
do not rerun as losers. Therefore, the unconditional RD 
estimand does not inform us whether the estimated effect 
is, in fact, caused by a candidate’s incumbency status or 
simply because incumbents are more (or less) likely to 
rerun than losers.

In this paper, I bring together methods from previous 
applied papers in economics and political science, provide 
a consistent exposition thereof, and highlight some of the 
challenges of estimation and interpretation by applying 
these methods to election data from 10 different electoral 
settings.1 First, for the party-level analysis, I discuss how to 
measure the personal incumbency effect using winning a 
close election as an instrument for incumbency status. 
Second, to address the sample selection issue of the candi-
date-level RD design, following Lee (2009) and Anagol 
and Fujiwara (2016), I estimate bounds on the average 
treatment effect of winning, conditional on running in an 
election. The results suggest that the estimated effects of 
incumbency critically depend on how the dependent varia-
ble is defined. Since the RD design estimates the effect of 
winning an election on the outcome of the subsequent elec-
tion, it is important to treat candidates’ rerunning decisions 
carefully.

Party-level analysis

I first discuss how to measure the incumbency effect at the 
party level by formulating the problem in the potential out-
come framework, also called the Rubin Causal Model (e.g., 
Imbens and Rubin 2015). Let Wd be a dummy variable indi-
cating whether a reference party won in district d at time t. 
Let VMd be the running variable, the vote margin of the 
reference party in district d at time t. Since the RD design 
estimates the effect of winning a close election, all results 
are conditional on VMd = 0. For simplicity, I suppress this 
condition.

The treatment of interest, denoted by Id, is defined as 
the reference party’s incumbency status in district d at time 
t + 1, which is “1” if an incumbent from the reference party 
runs at t − 1, if the incumbent running at t + 1 is from 
another party, and “0” otherwise. The reference party (or 
non-reference party) will be assigned to treatment if it wins 
an election at time t. However, it will receive treatment—
that is, have an incumbent running in the election at time 
t + 1—only if the incumbent runs again. Following the 
Rubin Causal Model’s convention, I will call incumbents 
who run at t + 1 compliers (C) and those who do not non-
compliers (N). Note that the incumbency status Id depends 
on the election outcome at time t, Wd. If all winners at time 
t run at t + 1, we would have Id = 2Wd – 1. In other words, 
if the reference party wins at time t + 1, its incumbent will 
run at time t + 1, and if it loses it will face an incumbent 
from another party. Otherwise, in some districts where a ref-
erence party has won (lost) at t, Id can take a value of 1 (–1) 
or 0, depending on whether or not the incumbent decides to 
rerun.

Previous studies (e.g., Lee 2008) have focused on the 
effect of winning an election on the election outcome at 
t + 1, rather than the effect of having an incumbent in the 
election. If the usual assumptions of RD design are valid, 
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the intention-to-treat (ITT) analysis can estimate the causal 
relationship between winning an election at t and the elec-
tion outcome at t + 1.2 However, as Fowler and Hall (2014) 
notes, the ITT analysis can estimate neither the personal 
nor the partisan incumbency effect.

To see this, let Id(0) and Id(1) denote the potential treat-
ment a district would receive if assigned to Wd = 0 and 
Wd = 1, respectively. For each district, we can only observe 
one of the two potential treatments, Id = WdId(1) + (1 − 
Wd)Id(0). Since the incumbent party may not field a candi-
date in an election, there are four possible values of (Id(1), 
Id(0)): (1,−1), (1,0), (0,−1), and (0,0).3 I assume that non-
compliance is one-sided: A party that lost at time t cannot 
have an incumbent at t + 1. I relax this assumption in 
Online Appendix C. We can classify each unit into one of 
the four groups based on the potential treatment:
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Under certain assumptions, we can use the assignment, 
Wd, as our instrument for the treatment, Id, and estimate the 
causal effect of personal incumbency on the election out-
come using a fuzzy RD design (see also Fowler, 2016). To 
do so, we must first assume that the effect of incumbency is 
the same for the reference party and other parties.

Assumption 1a. The effect of incumbency, denoted by θ, 
is the same for all parties

E
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In other words, the reference party is hurt by the incum-
bency status of other parties as much as it is helped by hav-
ing its own incumbent running. This assumption is routinely 
made in the literature on the incumbency advantage in the 
USA (e.g., Ansolabehere and Snyder, 2002; Erikson and 
Titiunik, 2015; Levitt and Wolfram, 1997). It is plausible in 
countries like the USA, which has a stable two-party sys-
tem, but the incumbency status may have heterogeneous 
effects for different parties in other countries. For instance, 
if incumbents have advantages over other candidates 
because of what they can do for their constituents in office, 
incumbents from minor parties may have a smaller advan-
tage because their ability to do what their constituents want 
is limited. To estimate the personal incumbency effect 
using a fuzzy RD design, the following additional assump-
tion must be made regarding Gd = NN.

Assumption 1b. For all d with Gd = NN, either 
Yd(1,0) = Yd(0,0) or Prob(Gd = NN) = 0

Assumption 1b states that either (a) in districts where no 
incumbent would run, winning itself has no effect on the 
election outcome or (b) the proportion of districts where no 
incumbent from any party would run is negligible. Note 
that the second part of this assumption does not imply that 
there will be no open race, because Gd denotes latent 
groups. The first part of the assumption, which has been 
characterized in previous literature (e.g., Erikson and 
Titiunik, 2015; Fowler, 2016) as a no “partisan” incum-
bency effect assumption, comprises an exclusion restriction 
because it rules out a direct effect of assignment on the 
election outcome. This is a key identifying assumption for 
a fuzzy RD design. It should be noted that assumption 1a 
implicitly presupposes that the partisan incumbency effect 
is also negligible for other latent groups, because party 
incumbency changes whenever the reference party wins or 
loses.

The exclusion restriction is a strong assumption and its 
applicability should be carefully examined in different 
electoral settings. Previous studies on US elections demon-
strate that the advantage of having a retiring incumbent is 
negligible (Broockman, 2009; Butler and Butler, 2006; 
Fowler, 2016), thus suggesting no partisan incumbency 
advantage. However, the partisan incumbency effect may 
be non-zero in other electoral contexts. Kendall and Rekkas 
(2012) suggest that the partisan incumbency has a zero or 
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negative effect in the Canadian parliamentary elections. In 
Brazilian mayoral elections, parties are hurt by having a 
term-limited incumbent (Klašnja and Titiunik, 2017), sug-
gesting a “partisan incumbency disadvantage.” Similarly, 
Fowler and Hall (2014) suggest that the partisan incum-
bency effect can be negative in term-limited contexts, while 
Eggers (2017) provides a theoretical reason for the partisan 
incumbency disadvantage in the presence of term limits. If 
we allow the existence of a partisan incumbency effect, an 
RD design alone, fuzzy or sharp, cannot provide an unbi-
ased estimate for either a partisan or a personal incumbency 
effect. See Online Appendix D for details.

If assumptions 1a and 1b hold, the incumbency effect 
consists entirely of a personal incumbency effect. However, 
the ITT estimate would almost always either exaggerate or 
depreciate the personal incumbency effect. To observe this, 
we can rewrite the ITT effect as
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Table 1. Percent of constituents where incumbents run for reelection.

Full sample N RD sample N

 Incumbent runs 
at t + 1 (%)

Incumbent runs 
at t + 1 (%)

USA, House
Reference party won at t 87.0 12,758 83.8 2,051
Reference party lost at t 85.4 10,639 83.9 2,154
Japan, House
Reference party won at t 83.8 895 81.4 404
Reference party lost at t 70.0 753 71.6 380
Romania, Mayor
Reference party won at t 91.1 4,235 86.5 654
Reference party lost at t 51.7 2,581 70.2 581
Canada, House
Reference party won at t 63.6 3,769 59.4 1,769
Reference party lost at t 69.9 3,710 66.0 1,603
UK, House
Reference party won at t 62.0 7,194 59.1 1,969
Reference party lost at t 63.7 6,082 58.8 1,703
Korea, National Assembly
Reference party won at t 53.3 676 54.9 235
Reference party lost at t 54.7 704 51.5 274
India, House
Reference party won at t 36.4 2,065 36.2 882
Reference party lost at t 39.8 2,092 36.0 847

where µ = 1 = 1 0 = 1Prob ProbI Id d( )( ) + ( ) −( ) . The per-
sonal incumbency effect, θ, can be estimated using a fuzzy 
RD design because we can estimate both the ITT effect and 
µ. This equation demonstrates that the ITT estimate for θ 
would be unbiased under the razor-thin condition that 
Prob ProbI Id d1 = 1 0 = 1 = 1( )( ) + ( ) −( ) : that is, on aver-
age, exactly half of the incumbents rerun. If, on average, 
more than 50 percent of incumbents rerun, the ITT would 
overestimate the magnitude of θ, whereas it would underes-
timate the magnitude of θ if fewer than half of incumbents 
run at t + 1.4

In the remaining section, I demonstrate how the fuzzy 
RD estimates for incumbency effects can diverge from the 
ITT estimate. Table 1 presents the percentage of districts 
where the winners of time t run again at time t + 1. The first 
two columns show the percentages for the full sample, 
while the remaining two columns show the percentages for 
the RD sample. The return rate of incumbents is the highest 
in the US House elections, where more than 80 percent of 
incumbents seek reelection. In contrast, in Indian Lok 
Sabha elections (national parliamentary elections), fewer 
than 40 percent of winners at time t reran at time t + 1. 
Figure 1 shows the RD estimate of µ in equation (3).5

Figure 2 presents the estimated effects of incumbency 
on election outcomes. The dependent variable for Figure 2(a) 
is a dummy variable indicating whether the reference party 
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wins at time t + 1. In Figure 2(b), the dependent variable is 
the reference party’s vote margin divided by 2. The ITT 
estimates demonstrate that winning an election has a posi-
tive effect on the outcome of the next election in the US, 
Canada, and the United Kingdom, consistent with previous 
studies (e.g., Ansolabehere and Snyder, 2002; Eggers and 
Spirling, 2017; Kendall and Rekkas, 2012). The fuzzy RD 
estimate diverges substantially from the ITT estimate in the 
US House elections: the fuzzy RD estimate is approxi-
mately 10 percent smaller than the ITT estimate. The differ-
ence, however, is much smaller in Canadian and UK 
elections, because the first stage RD estimates are close to 
1 (1.125 and 1.132 for Canada and the UK, respectively). 
As equation (3) demonstrates, the two estimates will be 
similar if µ is close to 1.

In contrast, where the ITT estimate is negative, the first 
stage RD estimate tends to be smaller than 1, leading to the 
underestimation of the size of the personal incumbency 
effect. As shown in Figure 2, the estimated effects of 
incumbency on the probability of winning and the vote 
margin are negative in South Korea and India. The esti-
mates are statistically significant, except in the Indian Lok 
Sabha when a dummy for winning is used as a dependent 
variable, in which case the estimate is only marginally sig-
nificant. In all of these elections, the size of the ITT esti-
mate is smaller than the size of the fuzzy RD estimate, 
although the difference is not as great as in the US House 
elections.

Finally, the ITT estimate is not statistically different 
from 0 in Japanese House elections and Romanian mayoral 
elections.6 The results suggest that the incumbency effects 

in these countries are likely to be zero unless the partisan 
and personal incumbency effects have different signs. If the 
incumbency effects, personal and partisan, are 0, the fuzzy 
RD estimate would not differ from the ITT estimate, 
because both are zero.

To summarize, the analyses in this section demonstrate 
that the fuzzy RD estimate diverges from the ITT estimate 
if (a) the incumbency effect is not 0 and (b) the estimated 
effect of winning on µ is close to 0 or 2. Among the cases 
analyzed in this section, the US House elections and, to a 
lesser extent, the South Korean and Indian legislative elec-
tions, fit these two criteria. If the exclusion restriction 
assumption holds, a sharp RD design would lead to over- or 
underestimation of the personal incumbency effect. 
Moreover, the ITT analysis tends to underestimate the size 
of the incumbency disadvantage because fewer than half of 

Figure 1. Effect of winning an election on the incumbency 
status of the reference party.
The graph presents the RD estimates and 95% confidence intervals for 
the effect of winning an election at time t on the incumbency status of 
the reference party at time t + 1. Estimates are obtained from local 
linear regressions with a uniform kernel using the optimal bandwidth of 
Calonico, Cattaneo and Titiunik (2014).
RD: regression discontinuity.

Figure 2. RD estimates of the incumbency effect (party-level 
analysis).
The graphs present the RD estimates and 95% confidence intervals for 
the effect of winning an election on the outcome of the subsequent 
election. Estimates are obtained from a local linear regressions with a 
uniform kernel using the optimal bandwidth from Calonico et al. (2014).
RD: regression discontinuity.
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the incumbents seek reelection; however, more data are 
required to ascertain whether this pattern can be general-
ized to countries where incumbency has a negative effect 
on election outcomes.

Candidate-level analysis

I now turn to the candidate-level analysis. As previously 
mentioned, the unconditional RD analysis measures the 
effect of winning an election on electoral success in the 
subsequent election, treating all candidates who do not 
rerun as losers. Therefore, it does not tell us whether the 
effect is driven by the incumbency or by the fact that losing 
candidates find it more difficult to rerun. Unless all winners 
and runners-up of close elections decide to rerun, or the 
candidacy is unrelated to the future election outcome, the 
unconditional RD estimate would differ from the condi-
tional RD estimate, which measures the effect of candi-
dates’ incumbency status on election outcomes.

Table 2 presents the percentage of candidates rerunning 
in the next election.7 As shown in the table, winners are 
more likely than losers to run in the subsequent election.8 
For instance, in Canada, a developed Western democracy, 
incumbents are 2.5–3.7 times more likely than runners-up 
to rerun in the next election. The difference in rerunning 
rate between incumbents and losers tends to be smaller in 

developing democracies, but winners are approximately 
15–30 percent more likely to rerun.

Although it is straightforward to estimate the uncondi-
tional RD estimate, estimating the conditional effect of 
winning is more complicated, because candidates’ deci-
sions to rerun are affected by incumbency status, as well as 
by the prospect of future election. Furthermore, the candi-
date’s performance in the next election (i.e., how the candi-
date would do if he or she ran) is not observed. Following 
Lee (2009) and Anagol and Fujiwara (2016), I estimate 
bounds on the effect of winning an election on the prob-
ability of winning the next election conditional on 
running.9 Let Wi be a dummy variable for our treatment, 
indicating whether candidate i won an election at time t. 
For each unit, let Ri(0) and Ri(1) be the potential outcome 
variables, indicating whether a candidate runs at time 
t + 1 when Wi = 0 and Wi = 1, respectively. Similarly, let 
Yi(0) and Yi(1) be our potential outcome variables. We can 
only observe Y R W Y W Yi i i i i i= 1 1 0( ) + −( ) ( )  , where 

R W R W Ri i i i i= 1 1 0( ) + −( ) ( ) . In other words, Yi is observ-
able only when Ri = 1; that is, when a candidate decides to 
rerun at time t + 1. Note also that we can only observe one 
of the two potential outcomes of Ri, Ri(0), and Ri(1), which 
depend on the election outcome at time t.

Let VMi be the vote margin of candidate i at time t, the 
running variable. The unconditional RD analysis estimates 
E Y R Y R VMi i i i i1 1 0 0 | = 0( ) ( ) − ( ) ( )  , whereas the condi-

tional RD effect is E Y Y VM Ri i i i1 0 | = 0, = 1( ) − ( )  .10

To estimate the bounds, I first classify each candidate 
into one of the following four latent groups (Gi): “always-
takers (AT),” those who always run; “never-takers (NT),” 
those who never run; “compliers (CO),” those who run only 
if they have won the previous election; and “defiers (DF),” 
those who run only if they have lost the previous election. I 
assume that there are no defiers: if a candidate who lost an 
election decides to rerun, she would also rerun had she won 
the election.

Assumption 3a. There are no defiers: Ri(1) ⩾ Ri(0) for 
all i.

Under this assumption, we can write the conditional effect 
of winning, the incumbency (dis)advantage, as follows (for 
simplicity, I suppress the conditioning on VMi = 0)
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Table 2. Percent of rerunning candidates.

Full sample N RD sample N

 Runs at t + 1 (%) Runs at t + 1 (%)

Canada, House
Winner 74.3 9,228 72.9 2,668
Loser 19.6 9,224 29.5 2,668
Difference 54.7 43.4  
Japan, House
Winner 87.7 1,773 85.2 600
Loser 57.3 839 68.6 446
Difference 30.4 16.6  
Brazil, Mayor
Winner 67.7 12,971 65.1 4,063
Loser 32.9 12,987 45.4 4,079
Difference 34.9 19.8  
India, House
Winner 58.8 6,290 58.0 1,801
Loser 26.5 6,290 35.3 1,801
Difference 32.3 35.3  
Korea, National Assembly
Winner 70.2 1,429 70.5 631
Loser 38.8 1,429 45.8 631
Difference 31.4 24.7  
India, State Assembly
Winner 57.2 41,815 58.4 15,518
Loser 35.0 41,819 43.4 15,522
Difference 22.2 15.0  
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where (i) is m i iR VM m↓  0 | =lim E ; (ii) is the uncondi-
tional RD effect on Yi; (iii) is the RD effect on Ri; and (iv) 
is the probability that a complier who lost at time t would 
win at time t + 1. The proof is presented in Online Appendix 
E. Since a complier would run at time t + 1 only if she had 
won the previous election, Ri(0) = 0 for Gi = CO; there-
fore, (iv) is unobservable.

We can obtain the upper bound by assuming 
E Y G COi i0 | = = 0( )  ; that is, a complier who lost at 
time t would never win at time t + 1. The lower bound can 
be obtained by plugging in the largest possible value of (iv), 
which is 1. However, following Anagol and Fujiwara 
(2016), I assume that the probability that a complier who 
barely lost at time t would win at time t + 1 had she chosen 
to run is less than or equal to the probability that a winner 
of a close election who reran at time t + 1 would win that 
year. More formally, I assume the following:

Assumption 3b.

E E orY G CO Y G CO G ATi i i i i0 | = 1 | = =( )  ≤ ( ) 

Figure 3 presents the results.11 The RD estimate of the 
unconditional effect of winning is positive and statistically 
significant for Canada but negative in all other countries, 
although the negative effect is statistically significant only 
for Indian State Assembly elections. Interestingly, in coun-
tries where the unconditional RD estimate is not positive, it 
is outside, or very close to, the upper bound. As Figure 3 
shows, the estimates are located on the right side of the 
bounds except for Canada. Note that the upper bound is 
calculated under the very restrictive assumption that a com-
plier who lost at time t would never win the next election 
had she chosen to run. Therefore, the conditional RD effect 
of winning is likely to be strictly smaller than the upper 
bound. Note also that the estimates for the lower bound are 
negative and statistically significant in Brazil, India, and 
Korea, suggesting that the unconditional estimate is likely 
to underestimate the size of the incumbency effect in these 
countries.

In Figure 4, I repeat the analysis of (b) in Figure 3, 
assuming that the probability that a complier who lost at 
time t would win at time t + 1 is only one-half the probabil-
ity that an incumbent who reran would win at time t + 1, 
i.e.,

Assumption 3c.

E
E or

Y G CO
Y G CO G AT

i i
i i i

0 | = =
1 | = =

2
( ) 

( ) 

As expected, the figure shows that the unconditional 
RD estimate exceeds the conditional RD estimate. To 
ascertain why the unconditional RD will underestimate 

the size of the incumbency disadvantage, let θ denote 
E Y Y Ri i i1 0 | 1 = 1( ) − ( ) ( )  , the personal incumbency 

effect, and τ denote E Y R Y Ri i i i1 1 0 0( ) ( ) − ( ) ( )  , the 
unconditional effect of winning. Then, from equation 
(4), we obtain τ θ= 1 = 1 = 0 | =⋅ ( )( ) + ( ) ⋅ ( )( )Prob Prob ER G CO Y G COi i i i 

τ θ= 1 = 1 = 0 | =⋅ ( )( ) + ( ) ⋅ ( )( )Prob Prob ER G CO Y G COi i i i . Suppose that θ < 0. Unless not all 
winners run in the next election, Prob(Ri(1) = 1) < 1,12 
τ will underestimate the magnitude of θ. Furthermore, the 
final term on the right side of the equation is greater than or 
equal to zero, pushing τ further toward zero.

To summarize, the results suggest that the unconditional RD 
analysis may lead to overestimation of the incumbency advan-
tage and underestimation of the size of the incumbency 

Figure 3. Conditional/unconditional effect of winning 
(candidate-level analysis).
The hollow circles in (a) show the RD estimates for the effect of win-
ning on running in the next election. In (b), the hollow circles show the 
RD estimates for the unconditional effect of winning on the outcome of 
the subsequent election, while the rectangles show the bounds for the 
conditional effect. The vertical lines represent 95% confidence intervals. 
RD estimates are obtained from local linear regressions with a uniform 
kernel using the optimal bandwidth from Calonico et al. (2014). The 
bounds are calculated following Anagol and Fujiwara (2016).
RD: regression discontinuity.
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disadvantage. However, it should be noted that while we can 
estimate the bounds on the conditional incumbency effect, 
they may fail to provide conclusive evidence of an incum-
bency effect. Among the cases analyzed in this section, in 
three of four elections where the estimates for the lower bound 
were negative and statistically significant, the estimates for the 
upper bound failed to reach statistical significance.

Conclusion

In this paper, I have discussed how one can (or cannot) esti-
mate the incumbency effect using an RD design. At the 
party level, I demonstrated that, based on some assump-
tions, we can recover the personal incumbency effect using 
a fuzzy RD design. At the candidate level, following Anagol 
and Fujiwara (2016) and Lee (2009), I provided bounds on 
the conditional effect of winning, the personal incumbency 
effect. The results suggest that it is important to recognize 
what RD analysis can and cannot estimate. As some recent 
studies suggest (Erikson and Titiunik, 2015; Fowler and 
Hall, 2014; Sekhon and Titiunik, 2012), a quasi- or natural 
experimental design like an RD design does not always 
recover the quantity that is of theoretical interest. 
Furthermore, the validity of an RD design to estimate the 
incumbency effect relies on some key assumptions that 
should be carefully examined in each electoral setting.

It should be emphasized, however, that I do not claim that 
the previous RD estimates are of little theoretical impor-
tance. They tell us that winning parties or candidates tend to 

win or lose in the next election, which may be due to what 
incumbents do in office (e.g., constituency service or rent-
seeking in the case of incumbency disadvantage) or parties’ 
candidate nomination processes that affect whether incum-
bents can easily seek reelection. For instance, suppose that 
major parties in a country are very successful at weeding out 
unpopular incumbents. It would then be plausible that the 
party-level RD analysis may find a zero or positive effect of 
winning even when there is, on average, a personal incum-
bency disadvantage. In contrast, it is also possible that parties 
in a country tend to nominate incumbents who are loyal to 
the parties’ bosses but not to the voters. In this case, we may 
find that winning has an adverse effect on parties when, in 
fact, these incumbents would enjoy a personal electoral 
advantage if allowed to run. Therefore, studying whether/
how the personal incumbency effect diverges from the previ-
ous RD estimates would allow us to better understand the 
sources of incumbency (dis)advantage and shed light on the 
electoral politics of developed and developing democracies.
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Notes

 1. For details about the elections analyzed in this paper, see 
Online Appendix B.

 2. The RD design for the analysis of the incumbency effect 
is valid if winners and losers of close elections are at least 
partly randomly determined. Previous studies have tested this 
assumption in a variety of electoral settings. For the validity of 
the RD design for the offices used in this study, see Anagol and 
Fujiwara (2016), Ariga (2015), Ariga et al. (2016), Eggers et al. 
(2015), Kang, Park and Song (2018), and Klašnja (2015).

 3. For instance, I Id d1 0 1 0( ) ( )( ) = ( ), ,  means that when the ref-
erence party wins an election, its candidate would run in the 
next election but other parties would not.

 4. If the incumbency effects differ for different parties, whether 
the ITT analysis underestimates or overestimates the size of 

Figure 4. RD estimates of the incumbency effect (candidate-
level analysis).
The hollow circles show the RD estimates for the unconditional effect 
of winning an election on the outcome of the subsequent election. The 
rectangles show the estimates for the conditional effect of winning. 
The vertical lines represent 95% confidence intervals. RD estimates are 
obtained from local linear regressions with a uniform kernel using the 
optimal bandwidth from Calonico et al. (2014). The conditional effect is 
estimated under the assumption that the probability that compliers who 
lost at time t would win at time t + 1 is one-half the probability that 
incumbents who rerun would win at time t + 1.
RD: regression discontinuity.
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the personal incumbency effect depends on the rerunning 
rate of each party. In general, the ITT analysis will lead to 
overestimation (underestimation) of the personal incum-
bency effect if a large (small) number of incumbents rerun.

 5. All models in this paper are estimated using a local poly-
nomial with a uniform kernel and the optimal bandwidths 
suggested by Calonico et al. (2014). In Online Appendix F, 
I repeat the analyses using bandwidths that are one-half and 
twice the size of the optimal bandwidths. The running vari-
able comprises the reference party’s vote margin, while the 
dependent variable comprises the incumbency status Id. The 
results are similar to those reported in Table 1.

 6. The result for Japanese House elections is consistent with 
Ariga et al. (2016), but the result for Romanian elections 
differs from that reported in Klašnja (2015). This difference 
is likely due to the way the running variable is defined. In 
Romanian mayoral elections, there is the possibility of a 
second round (runoff) between the top two candidates if no 
candidate receives more than 50 percent of the vote. While 
Klašnja (2015) only uses the first round vote to define the 
running variable, I use the second round vote when possible, 
following Eggers et al. (2015).

 7. The set of elections used in this section differs from that in 
the previous section, because some of the datasets, obtained 
from various sources, are organized only at the party or can-
didate level.

 8. The losers in the sample include only runners-up, except for 
Japan’s lower house. Since, during the sample period of this 
study, Japan used a multi-member district system, there can 
be multiple winners and losers in a single district.

 9. The discussion below is based on Anagol and Fujiwara 
(2016).

10. In this section, unlike the previous, I do not consider the 
possibility that a candidate would be hurt by the incum-
bency status of other candidates. If we assume that 
incumbency has a homogeneous effect for candidates, 
E W W VM Ri i i i1 0 | 0 1 1( ) − ( ) = ( ) = ,  is a weighted average 
of θ and 2θ, where θ is the true incumbency effect.

11. The full results are reported in Table A.3.
12. In my sample, the estimate of Prob(Ri(1) = 1) ranges from 

0.55 to 0.82. The results, not reported here, are available 
upon request.
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